Split (Trogir) - Dubrovnik
The Prime Tour

Day 1: Trogir; Rogoznica

Trogir, the town in Split vicinity, will be the harbor of getting aboard, in early afternoon.
Soon after that, we will be heading for Rogoznica, a small island with a beautiful fisherman
town. The town was established as an ancient Greek colony, and remained continuously settled
throughout the history. Apart of monuments and architecture, there is an interesting nature
attraction, so called Dragon’s Lake. In Rogoznica we will moor in marina close to the town.
You can enjoy walking, sightseeing, having coffee in some restaurant, or swim and sunbath
with a tasty meal served aboard. A pleasure is guaranteed whatever you choose.
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Day 2: Krka, national park

Close to Sibenik town, Krka River floats into the sea, making a spectacular water performance.
On the way to Krka, we will pass by town of Skradin, protected by law as a monument of
history. We will reach it sailing slowly through a high, impressive canyon, dag in hard stone by
force of Krka River.
The river is 72 km long and has formed many impressive waterfalls as it runs. The river valley
is an ancient settlement, with traces from prehistorically times, a roman aqueduct, buildings and
cultural monuments from the middle ages. The Franciscan monastery, on the river island of
Visovac and the orthodox monastery Krka, are the most important cultural heritages from this
period.
On the water falls Roski slap and Skradinksi buk there are plenty of grain mills. There is the
world oldest electricity water plant. The excursion will be organized. Like every day, meals are
either served aboard, or you can enjoy in some local restaurants. However, as Krka is an
extremely clean river, we recommend you to taste some river fish local specialty in restaurants
ashore.
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Day 3: Kornati, national park

After a freshness of inlet river experience, we are back to pure Adriatic, heading its most
interesting part – national park of Kornati islands. Passing a labyrinth of 89 little islands and
rocks, we will search for a perfect bay to spend a day there, but wherever we anchorage, we
will find the sea so clean that you can see the seabed even if it is on depth of 40 meters!
You will find out why Kornati Islands are favorite destination for nautical pilgrims that are
looking for "something completely different”. Moreover, there are enough islands and bays for
everyone there. A real treasure is hidden under the sea surface there, so we recommend you to
enjoy diving and exploring sea underworld. In addition, as this area was the main trading route
throughout a history, if you look carefully, you might find some sank old ship, and even a lost
treasury. You never know about those things in Adriatic Sea.
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Day 4: Telašćica, park of nature

Telascica Park of nature is another fascinating game of nature on Croatian coast. It is a bay with
surrounding area on the south side of Dugi Otok Island. On the outer side of the bay, there are
high cliffs up to 161 meters high, rising over the 80 meters sea depths. Inside, there is a beautiful
calm 8 kilometers long bay, with 5 little islands inside. There is a lake (on the island) called
Mir (Peace), with salty water inside, warmer and more salty than sea water, so it is popular for
swimming, and consider to have a power of healing.
We will anchorage in some nice bay inside Telascica, and enjoy in stunning nature. Telascica
is a perfect place to test your diving equipment, because of the richness of sea life there. In the
evening, we will make a campfire, put some fresh fish on grill, open wine bottle, and enjoy in
silence of starry night and a time passing by.
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Day 5: Solta island

Solta is just another one among all those beautiful Croatian islands, with a stunning coastline
and crystal sea. But a day spent in some of Solta’s picturesque bays, will be a memory for a
lifetime. We can promise you that. Lay back, relax, soak Mediterranean fragrance, let our cook
to surprise you and enjoy like there is no tomorrow.
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Day 6: Stari Grad

Before entering Stari Grad, we will anchor in a bay called Tiha (Quiet), to enjoy swimming and
diving in clean sea, relaxation, wind surf, sky jet, and all kind of sea activities. When you get
hungry, our cook will serve you one of his unforgettable meals. Hvar is definitely a place for
enjoy in life.
Stari Grad on Hvar Island was founded in 385 BC, as the Greek colony Pharos. It is situated at
the deepest end of the 6 km long bay. You can see the remains of the Greek fortifications and
the fortified castle of the Renaissance poet Petar Hektorovic. Hvar is without doubt an
exceptional island, both in summer and winter. Due to its mild winter climate and rich
subtropical vegetation, it has also been called the Croatian Madeira.
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Day 7: Hvar

The oldest community theatre in Europe was founded here in 1612, on one of the largest
Renaissance squares.
Stari Grad on Hvar Island was founded in 385 BC, as the Greek colony Pharos. It is situated at
the deepest end of the 6 km long bay. You can see the remains of the Greek fortifications.
When you wake up that day, we will be on our way to Hvar Island. You will enjoy your
breakfast while listen calming sound of beautiful Nostra Vita cutting blue waves.
Lunch will be served on another cute, neat and charming island of Scedro in Hvar’s vicinity.
You will have time for yourself there, for swimming, scuba diving, Jet Ski, or simple snooze in
the shade of fragrant pines.
Around 5 pm, we will moor on Hvar Island in some quiet bay. Our crew will take you to
sightseeing in beautiful Hvar town with a long and rich history. Supper in restaurant or aboard.
During summer time, Hvar town and its famous Carpe Diem club, is one of the most popular
night life destination on the coast.
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Day 8: Vis Island

After we moor Nostra Vita yacht in Vis harbor, we recommend you to rent a scooter and drive
across this small, but so beautiful island. There is a prime restaurant on the top of the island,
with relaxed domestic atmosphere, where the host will serve you the best roasted lamb and
vegetable, from local green farms, accompanied with unique sunset.
There are plenty of natural pebble beaches on Vis and the sea is extremely clean and transparent,
perfect for diving, jet ski, wind surfing and other activities.
The Island of Vis, known for its fishermen and seafarers, lies far from the mainland and its
troubles. The Greeks founded their first colony on Vis (named Issa) and planted the first
grapevine there as early as the 4th century. A Franciscan monastery was built on the remains
of the Greek and Roman theatre in the small town of Vis in the 16th century.
The Island of Bisevo is to the south-west of the Island of Vis. Many caves have been carved
into its steep coast. The Blue Cave (Modra spilja) has entrances both above and below the sea
level. When the sea is calm the light diffracts and paints the interior of the cave blue, and
anything below the water line, silver.
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Day 9: Lastovo Island

The Island of Lastovo has many admirers. It is located far out into the Adriatic, with a well
indented coast line, gravel and sandy beaches and a few small islets off its east and west coasts.
The largest town on this island of ancient pine woods is Lastovo, a nice example of a
Mediterranean hillside settlement. Lastovo will welcome you with fresh fish, crabs and
excellent local food. Lastovo is a paradise to ones who are looking for a perfect piece of
Mediterranean. Clean sea, pine fragrance and cricket song are always included. Find out why
this solitude island is so popular for yachting. It is especially attractive when it is seen from sea
side.
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Day 10: Korcula Island

It may be true that places and islands differ, but the Island of Korcula undoubtedly holds a
privileged position among Croatian islands. Here there are perhaps even more legends, tales
and monuments than anywhere else. The oldest written monument in Croatia, in Greek, was
found there. According to legend, Korcula was established by the Trojan hero Anthenor in the
12th century BC.
We will catch a morning breeze to sail toward Korcula Island, another ancient pearl of Adriatic
coast. But before entering Korcula harbor, we will anchorage in front of a small Island of Badija,
in the middle of Korcula archipelagos, close to ancient Roman stone mines, to enjoy swimming
and lunch in spectacular scenery of a bouquet of beautiful islands. There is an old stone
monastery on Badija Island, beaches, restaurant, and if you are lucky, you can meet a deer there,
as they live freely on the island.
In the afternoon, cooled by a characteristic local wind mistral, we will moor in marina in the
center of Korcula town, a hometown of Marko Polo. Walk through narrow stone streets of the
ancient city and look for the best restaurant in town with the best view to an unforgettable
sunset.
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Day 11: Mljet

The Island of Mljet is the most densely wooded island of the Adriatic. Due to its old thick
forests of Aleppo pine, Karts caves, two picturesque salt-water lakes (connected with each other
and the sea) many sandy and gravel beaches, fishing grounds, etc., the western part of the island
has been proclaimed a national park.
After breakfast on shady yacht stern, the yacht will sail away toward astonishing and unique
national park of Mljet. Anchorage in picturesque Polace bay, enjoying fresh fish and crabs for
lunch and swimming in crystal clean sea of national park area. In the afternoon, visit two Mljet’s
salt lakes.
On the Big Lake, there is a small Island of St. Mary, with fortified monastery from the
Romanesque period on it, like a castle from fairytales. On an Island within an Island!
Having dinner somewhere in the ancient mystic of Mljet’s "midland” is an exceptional
experience.
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Day 12: Ston, Kobasi

The longest (5 km) and the best preserved city wall in Europe, salt factory since Roman time
that is still operating, the most tasteful shells and sea food ever, and one perfect restaurant, the
best on Adriatic – that is in short what expects you in this unique town Ston, established and
fortified in time of Dubrovnik republic as a stronghold fortress to guard the salty treasury of the
time.
After sightseeing of this living museum, the ship will take you to the restaurant "Kod Nika”,
where its charismatic owner Niko will please you with the most tasteful traditional sea food
accompanied with his unique charm and hospitality. Many celebrities are often seen there,
anonymously and relaxed.
Of course, before dinner we recommend a lot of swimming and summer joy in beautiful scenery
of untouched nature and clean sea.
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Day 13: Elafiti islands

This day is reserved for the diamonds in a crown of Adriatic natural and heritage highlights.
There are fourteen islands in the Elafiti group and three of them that we will visit, Sipan, Lopud
and Kolocep, are inhabited since Middle Ages. The stony sea bed is covered in green, black
and red algae and is rich in white fish, shrimp and shellfish. We will anchorage in calm bays
with a view to the renaissance palaces and castles rising up in white stone from green forest
scenery of those cute tiny islands. This is a perfect place for swimming, diving and sunbathing,
so you’ll have a lot of time to do it. When you get hungry of lay back and relaxing, we will
serve you some of our unforgettable meals.
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Day 14: Dubrovnik

The yacht will spend a night in a Zaton Mali bay, close to Dubrovnik. On the day 15, you will
be kindly asked to leave the ship by 10 in the morning, so we can prepare her for new tour.
We suggest you to, after disembarking, stay for a few days on the coast and enjoy in magic
Dubrovnik.
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